Architectural Shapes

Description
T-WALL Architectural Shapes are ready-to-install exterior enhancements for any residential / commercial structure. T-WALL Architectural Shapes are made of a solid EPS (expanded polystyrene) core coated with a reinforced base coat and a durable acrylic finish coat. T-WALL Architectural Shapes are available in any choice of color and texture. T-WALL Architectural Shapes can be custom made to the exact shape and requirements of any job. T-WALL Architectural Shapes are easy to install using T-WALL BLUE MASTIC adhesive and/or mechanical attachment.

Ordering
Carefully measure the area where the T-WALL Architectural Shape is to be installed. Determine all aspects of the shape including length, width, thickness or diameter, curvatures, bevels, etc. Select the color and texture for the shape. Typically, a spray applied texture and contrasting color will add to the visual enhancement of the T-WALL Architectural Shape. Place your order directly with your local T-WALL Distributor or call T-WALL for the location of your nearest distributor. Allow sufficient lead time for manufacturing and delivery.

Installation
T-WALL Architectural Shapes are attached adhesively. Optional mechanical attachments may be used depending on the size and shape of the architectural shape. Be sure the mounting surface is cured, dry and clean. Apply T-WALL BLUE MASTIC in ribbons to the substrate or the back of the shape. Cover at least one-third of the surface area including the perimeter of the adhered area with T-WALL BLUE MASTIC. Temporarily tack the architectural shape in place (approximately 24-48 hours) until the adhesive has firmly set. For larger architectural shapes, the use of permanent mechanical attachment in addition to adhesive is sometimes recommended. The mechanical attachment may take the form of special fasteners to be used with or without metal runners in the back of the shape. The last step of the installation is to seal the perimeter of the shape where it meets the substrate with a clear or color matched sealant.

Technical Data
Systems Class ......................... PB, Polymer based Exterior Insulation and Finish System

HANDLING AND STORAGE

Handling and Storage
Do not apply to frozen surfaces. Do not apply if precipitation is forecast within 8 hours of application. Do not apply if the temperature cannot be maintained above 40°F for 24 hours.

Maintenance
If damage occurs to an installed system, please contact T-WALL for information on repair.

Precautions
The T-WALL BLUE MASTIC adhesive is an alkaline material. Do not ingest. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. In case of contact, flush with water. For contact with eyes, get immediate medical attention in addition to flushing. Wear safety glasses and protective clothing. Keep out of reach of children and pets.

Technical and Field Services
T-WALL products are presented in good faith. T-WALL assumes no liability, expressed or implied as to the architecture, engineering, or workmanship of any project.

Warranty
Some T-WALL products and systems are eligible for a limited warranty when installed by an approved applicator and when specific conditions are met. Aside from warranties specifically approved by T-WALL, there are no other warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose and remedies are limited to T-WALL's repair, replacement or refund, at the option of T-WALL. T-WALL is not responsible for color or texture due to variations in weather, job conditions, local tinting and applicator technique. For more specific information regarding warranties, contacts T-WALL Technical Service.